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“Actively engaging in the discretionary efforts, and maintaining personal 

leadership behaviours, that inspire, motivate and support others to achieve 

our HSE goals”
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Why effective HSE leadership is so critical
Typical situation in many organisations
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Safety perception surveys – Typical results

• HSE performance and culture is not improving

• Little benefit from much organisational and 

individual effort

• Inconsistent leadership behaviours are misaligned 

with company vision and values

• Risks are not being adequately managed

• Business does not have foundation for operational 

excellence

Consequences
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Why effective HSE leadership is so critical
Why it makes a difference

• Leadership sets the vision and reinforces HSE as a value for the organisation

• Leaders prioritise resources for HSE and can fix organisational and system issues

• Leadership behaviours send powerful messages – they directly and indirectly influence the 
attitudes and behaviours of employees

• Leaders can challenge employees to view their work from different perspectives and reach 
their full potential

Without effective leadership of HSE, improvements may never be realised 
- good HSE starts from the top, or it doesn’t start at all

Leaders get the level of HSE performance that they demonstrate they are willing to accept
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= Our leadership behaviours  x Our leadership style 2Effective HSE leadership 

The quality of “what” 
we choose to do

What we want 
to achieve 

“How” effectively we impact
others when we exhibit 

these behaviours
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What effective HSE leadership looks like
Impactful and consistent leadership behaviours

Personally roles model critical HSE rules 
and ownership for safety at all times

Leads regular discussions on HSE topics in 
an open and transparent way

Carries out HSE engagements in a 
positive and constructive coaching 

style

Conducts highly visible site walks to 
engage with employees on HSE

Frequently reviews performance 
against HSE targets

Frequently discusses risk at all levels of the organisation

Personally follows-up timely close-out of 
corrective and preventive actions from 

incidents

Initiates/facilitates the exchange between 
internal businesses and external 

organisations

Demonstrates commitment by prioritising HSE in all 
business decisions and challenging situations

HSE 
Leadership
Behaviour 

Model
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What effective HSE leadership looks like
Personal HSE leadership styles

REACTIVE

Reacts only when necessary/  
blames others

• Controlling

• Does not feel responsible 
or accountable for HSE

• Reacts only after incidents

• Completely delegates HSE 
to HSE function

Self or political : “I do it to keep my job or  
satisfy my manager”

SERVANTSERVANTTRANSFORMATIONALTRANSFORMATIONAL

LOWER                                                                                             Impact  &  Effectiveness   HIGHER

TRANSACTIONALTRANSACTIONAL SERVANTSERVANTTRANSFORMATIONALTRANSFORMATIONALTRANSACTIONALTRANSACTIONALTRANSACTIONALTRANSACTIONALREACTIVEREACTIVE

TRANSACTIONAL

HSE performance 
tracking and reward

• Teaching/instructing

• Feels responsible for HSE

• Monitoring performance

• Accepts HSE as a shared 
responsibility with HSE 
function 

Intellectual or logical : “I understand HSE is important.  
I don’t want people to get hurt” 
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SERVANTSERVANTSERVANTSERVANT

What effective HSE leadership looks like
Personal HSE leadership styles

TRANSFORMATIONALTRANSFORMATIONAL

LOWER                                                                                             Impact  &  Effectiveness   HIGHER

TRANSACTIONALTRANSACTIONALTRANSACTIONALTRANSACTIONALREACTIVEREACTIVEREACTIVEREACTIVE

TRANSFORMATIONAL

Strategic direction 
(forward looking) 

• Coaching (role models)

• Feels accountable for HSE

• Leads HSE improvement

• Sees HSE function as a support

Emotional : “I feel strongly about HSE and will do my best 
to ensure people are not harmed”

SERVANT

Creating a supportive 
team environment

• Coaching (inspires others)

• Fully accountable for HSE

• Values-driven

• Drives HSE improvement

• HSE function cannot keep up!

Relentless : “I am passionate about HSE and believe that           
the safety of people is the most important thing”
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Key challenges to effective HSE leadership
Typical barriers and potential solutions

• 1-2-1s with line manager/SHEQ leader
• HSE leadership feedback surveys (360o assessments)
• Consequence management

• Training and development programs
• Specific HSE skills/knowledge training
• Supported practical application

• Behaviour frameworks/models
• Organisational and personal action 

plans/focus areas

• Strong messages from 
senior leadership

• Strong organisational 
feedback loops

Coaching and mentoring Specific personal HSE targets/objectives Integration of HSE into organisational       
HR processes
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Improving HSE leadership effectiveness
HSE leadership programme – Learning journey

HSE leadership 
feedback survey

HSE leadership feedback 
survey

Progress 
check-in

First assessment

On-going 
development

Prepare on-going 
development plan

Review practical 
experience

Flexible deployment options

WEBINAR 
1

WEBINAR 
2

WEBINAR 
3

WEBINAR 
4

Re-assessment
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Increased accountability on 
environmental, climate change 

and sustainability aspects

Adaptation to 
greater use of 

technology

Transition to transformational/servant 
leadership styles through                                  

greater application of coaching

Build trust by strengthening 
authentic leadership 

attributes

Building and maintaining a 
resilient and mentally-fit 

organisation/team
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Improving HSE leadership effectiveness
Conclusions

Today, and in the future, leaders need to constantly adapt
by acquiring new skills and providing greater focus to
“new” topics such as mental health and wellbeing

HSE leadership is a vital component in creating a strong HSE
culture and delivering on a company’s vision, values and principles:

— good HSE starts from the top, or it doesn’t start at all

Most organisations have a gap in leadership commitment and
prioritisation of HSE (both real and perceived)

Improving HSE leadership effectiveness requires focus on
both daily leadership behaviours and the leaders’ style

EIGA Safety Information, 
Info HF 11 

Organisation - "Safety Culture" 
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